
Please use oc client version 4.7 or 4.8 download from https://mirror.openshift.com/pub/
openshift-v4/x86_64/clients/ocp/stable/ 
Github user/org is dm-azure-gitops
gh: Not Found (HTTP 404)
Fork not found, creating fork and cloning
✓ Created fork dm-azure-gitops/multi-tenancy-gitops
Cloning into 'multi-tenancy-gitops'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 4828, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (1509/1509), done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (471/471), done.
remote: Total 4828 (delta 1203), reused 1193 (delta 1034), pack-reused 3319
Receiving objects: 100% (4828/4828), 3.86 MiB | 3.85 MiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (2376/2376), done.
Updating files: 100% (1277/1277), done.
Updating upstream
From https://github.com/cloud-native-toolkit/multi-tenancy-gitops
 * [new branch]      add-console-url                   -> upstream/add-console-url
 * [new branch]      create-secret-tools               -> upstream/create-secret-tools
 * [new branch]      csantanapr-patch-1                -> upstream/csantanapr-patch-1
 * [new branch]      demo-mq                           -> upstream/demo-mq
 * [new branch]      demo-mq-v2                        -> upstream/demo-mq-v2
 * [new branch]      demo-mq-v2-ha                     -> upstream/demo-mq-v2-ha
 * [new branch]      fix-readme-twist                  -> upstream/fix-readme-twist
 * [new branch]      fix-typo-readme-set-git-source    -> upstream/fix-typo-readme-set-git-
source
 * [new branch]      handle-tools-secret               -> upstream/handle-tools-secret
 * [new branch]      hp-gitops-fix                     -> upstream/hp-gitops-fix
 * [new branch]      hp-issue-57-trigger               -> upstream/hp-issue-57-trigger
 * [new branch]      hp-scc                            -> upstream/hp-scc
 * [new branch]      issue-86-readme                   -> upstream/issue-86-readme
 * [new branch]      kustomize                         -> upstream/kustomize
 * [new branch]      kustomize-patches                 -> upstream/kustomize-patches
 * [new branch]      kustomize-patches-2               -> upstream/kustomize-patches-2
 * [new branch]      master                            -> upstream/master
 * [new branch]      no-need-pat                       -> upstream/no-need-pat
 * [new branch]      revert-96-issue-95-mia-soapserver -> upstream/revert-96-issue-95-
mia-soapserver
 * [new branch]      update-readme-gitops-step         -> upstream/update-readme-gitops-
step
✓ Cloned fork

A new release of gh is available: 2.2.0 → v2.5.0
https://github.com/cli/cli/releases/tag/v2.5.0
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Already on 'master'
Your branch is up to date with 'origin/master'.
gh: Not Found (HTTP 404)
Fork not found, creating fork and cloning
✓ Created fork dm-azure-gitops/multi-tenancy-gitops-infra
Cloning into 'multi-tenancy-gitops-infra'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 234, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (234/234), done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (166/166), done.
remote: Total 234 (delta 77), reused 165 (delta 42), pack-reused 0
Receiving objects: 100% (234/234), 66.79 KiB | 239.00 KiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (77/77), done.
Updating upstream
From https://github.com/cloud-native-toolkit/multi-tenancy-gitops-infra
 * [new branch]      master       -> upstream/master
 * [new branch]      ocp47-2021-2 -> upstream/ocp47-2021-2
✓ Cloned fork
Already on 'master'
Your branch is up to date with 'origin/master'.
gh: Not Found (HTTP 404)
Fork not found, creating fork and cloning
✓ Created fork dm-azure-gitops/multi-tenancy-gitops-services
Cloning into 'multi-tenancy-gitops-services'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 775, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (775/775), done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (505/505), done.
remote: Total 775 (delta 307), reused 658 (delta 221), pack-reused 0
Receiving objects: 100% (775/775), 147.71 KiB | 504.00 KiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (307/307), done.
Updating files: 100% (151/151), done.
Updating upstream
From https://github.com/cloud-native-toolkit/multi-tenancy-gitops-services



 * [new branch]      master       -> upstream/master
 * [new branch]      ocp47-2021-2 -> upstream/ocp47-2021-2
✓ Cloned fork
Already on 'master'
Your branch is up to date with 'origin/master'.
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3221 Feb  2 17:18 /tmp/tmp.llPuvTzXUG/.dockerconfigjson
Saved credentials for cp.icr.io
info: pull-secret was not changed
Error from server (AlreadyExists): project.project.openshift.io "tools" already exists
Error from server (AlreadyExists): secrets "ibm-entitlement-key" already exists
Installing OpenShift Pipelines Operator
subscription.operators.coreos.com/openshift-pipelines-operator-rh unchanged
Installing OpenShift GitOps Operator for OpenShift v4.7
clusterrole.rbac.authorization.k8s.io/custom-argocd-cluster-argocd-application-controller 
unchanged
clusterrolebinding.rbac.authorization.k8s.io/openshift-gitops-argocd-application-
controller unchanged
clusterrolebinding.rbac.authorization.k8s.io/openshift-gitops-cntk-argocd-application-
controller unchanged
subscription.operators.coreos.com/openshift-gitops-operator unchanged
customresourcedefinition.apiextensions.k8s.io/applications.argoproj.io condition met
Delete the default ArgoCD instance
warning: deleting cluster-scoped resources, not scoped to the provided namespace
Error from server (NotFound): gitopsservices.pipelines.openshift.io "cluster" not found
Create a custom ArgoCD instance with custom checks
argocd.argoproj.io/openshift-gitops-cntk unchanged
cwd: /usr/src/ocpnow
setting git source instead of git override
moving to /usr/src/ocpnow/save/projects/actual_proj/dm-azure-gitops-1/gitops-0-
bootstrap
./multi-tenancy-gitops/scripts/bootstrap.sh: line 278: ./scripts/set-git-source.sh: 
Permission denied


